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In this paper we first prove a new criterion of global solvability for smooth
axisymmetric solutions of the 3-D Euler equations for a cylindrical type of domain,
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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Euler equation for homogeneous invicid fluid flows in
a domain 0/R3:
v
t
+(v } {) v=&{p+ f in Q=(0, T)_0, (1)
div v=0 in (0, T )_0, & } v|0=0, (2)
v(0, } )=v0 . (3)
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Here v(t, x)=(v1 (t, x), v2 (t, x), v3 (t, x)) is the velocity, p(t, x) is the
scalar pressure, f (t, x)=( f1 (t, x), f2 (t, x), f3 (t, x)) is the given density of
external force, v0 is the initial velocity, and &(x) is the outward normal
vector to 0.
The problem of global solvability of system (1)(3) for smooth v0 is
known to be one of the most outstanding open problems in the mathemati-
cal fluid mechanics. The local unique existence of classical solution for
v0 # H s(0), s3 with div v=0 was established by Kato [7]. A sharp
criterion of the finite time blow-up of classical solutions was obtained by
Beale-Kato-Majda [1] for 0=R3, and by Ferrari [5] and Shirota-
Yanagisawa [12]. In spite of numerous efforts of mathematicians (For a
expository survey on this problem in connection with the physics of tur-
bulence see [4] and the references therein.), the original problem remains
wide open at the present time. The situation is similar even for the axisym-
metric solutions.
From now on we consider only the domain 0 of the following form:
0=[(x1 , x2 , x3 ) # R3 | r20x
2
1+x
2
2r
2
1],
where 0r0<r1+. By an axisymmetric solution of the equations
(1)(3) we mean a solution of the form
v(t, x)=vr(t, r, x3 ) er+v% (t, r, x3 ) e%+v3 (t, r, x3) e3
in the cylindrical coordinate system, where we used the notation
er=\x1r ,
x2
r
, 0+, e%=\x2r , &
x1
r
, 0+, e3=(0, 0, 1), r=- x21+x22 .
In the axisymmetric case, when v%#0 the global solvability for smooth
solutions was obtained in [10], [11], [13]. In the case v%{0, however, we
do not know yet if the smooth local solution blows up in finite time or not.
We have only a sharp criterion of finite time blow-up of classical solution
obtained in [2] similarly to [1].
In this work we prove a generic solvability for the smooth axisymmetric
solutions of the Euler equations. By this we mean that for any initial
smooth data v0 # H s(0) with div v0#0 s3 and external force f #
L(0, T; H s(0)) there exists a sequence of external forces [ f i] such that
fi  f in L(0, T; H&:(0)) for each :>0, and we have global unique
solvability for each (v0 , f i). Here 0 is the domain described above with
r0>0. To prove this generic solvability we derived a new blow-up criterion
for smooth solutions of the axisymmetric 3-D Euler equations in a domain
0 which could be the whole of R3. We note that there is no implication
relation between this criterion and the one proved in [2]. One interesting
point in our new criterion is that the previous result([10], [11], [13]) on
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the global solvability of the axisymmetric Euler equations without swirl is
an immediate corollary of ours.
Applying the method of our proof of generic solvability for 3-D axisym-
metric initial data to the 2-D Boussinesq equations, we obtain the generic
solvability in this case also with the similar topology of convergence of
sequence of external forces. We mention that there is a previous work on
generic solvability for the 3-D Euler equation without any assumption of
symmetry of domain due to A. V. Fursikov [5]. In his work, however, the
convergence of sequence of force is fi  f in L p(0, T; H &:(0)) where
1p, and :> 52 , while for ours it should be noted that : could be any
positive number with the same range for p.
The organization of this paper is the following: In the Section 1 we intro-
duce notations and function spaces to be used later. In the Section 2 we
derive our new blow up criterion for axisymmetric smooth solutions. In the
Section 3 we prove our main resultthe generic solvability for axisym-
metric 3-D Euler equations. We also present some theorems without proof,
which can be obtained from the proof of our main theorem by
straightforward modifications. In the Section 4 we present the proof of
generic solvability of 2-D Boussinesq equations.
1. PRELIMINARIES
For an axisymmetric flow v(t, x) we can write the vorticity
|=|rer+|3e3+|%e% ,
where
|r=&
v%
x3
, |3=
1
r
(rv%)
r
, |%=
vr
x3
&
v3
r
.
Denote
D
Dt
=

t
+vr

r
+v3

x3
, 3=rv%, v~ =vrer+v3e3 ,
v =(vr, v3 ), |~ =|rer+|3e3 , f = f rer+ f3e3 .
We also set
{ v~ =\
vr
r
vr
x3
v3
r
v3
x3+
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On the other hand we use
{v~ =\v~ ixj+
3
i, j=1
After short calculations (see e.g. [10]), using the above notations, one
can rewrite (1)(3) as follows
D v~
Dt
=&{ p+
32
r3
er+ f in [0, T ]_G, (1.1)
&~ } v~ |G=0,
(rvr)
r
+
(rv3)
x3
=0, v~ (0, } )=v~ 0 , (1.2)
D 3
Dt
=rf % in [0, T ]_G, 3(0, } )=30 , (1.3)
where G=[r0 , r1 ]_R1, { =(r, x3 ), and &~ is the outward normal to
G.
To formulate our results let us introduce some function spaces. The
space C0, #(0 ) is the usual Ho lder space equipped with the norm
&u&C 0, #(0 )=&u&L(0)+&u&C #(0 )=&u&L(0)+ sup
x{y
x, y # 0
|u(x)&u( y)|
|x& y| #
,
For 0=R3 we introduce the Sobolev space
H s(R3)=[u # L2(R3) | (1+|‘| )s2 u^(‘) # L2(Rn)]
equipped with the norm
&u&Hs(R3)=&(1+|‘| )s2 u^&L2(R3) ,
where u^(‘) is the Fourier transform of the function u(x). For an arbitrary
domain 0 we define H s(0) as follows:
H s(0)=[u| _v # H s(R3) such that u#v|0]
with the norm
&u&Hs(0)= inf
v # Hs(R3)
u#v|0
&v&Hs(0) .
The following spaces will be used later:
V s(0)=[v # H s(0) | div v=0 in 0, v } &=0 on 0],
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and for the case of problem when we have periodicity condition along
x3 -axis
V s(0)=[v # H s(0) | div v=0 in 0,
v(x1 , x2 , x3 )=v(x1 , x2 , x3+L), v } &=0 on 0].
Finally for the weight L2-space with weight \ we use
L2\(0)={v(x) | &v&L2\(0)=\|0 \v2 dx+
12
<= .
2. CRITERION FOR GLOBAL SOLVABILITY
In this section we will prove the following theorem on the new criterion
for finite time blow-up of smooth axisymmetric solutions of the Euler
equations.
Theorem 2.1. Let v0 # V s(0), |%0 r, rv0
% # L(0), f # C ([0, T]; V s(0))
with { fr, r f % # L1(0, T; L(0)) for some s3. Then v is an axisymmetric
solution of the Euler equation (1)(3) in the class C ([0, T]; V s(0)) if and
only if
|
T
0 \&{ v%&L(0)+"
v%
r "L(0) "
1
r
v%
x3"L(0)+ dt< (2.1)
Remark 2.1. Using (1.3), it is easy to check (see the proof of Theorem
2.1 below) that if 0 is the domain away from the axis of symmetry (i.e.
r0>0), then (2.1) reduces to
|
T
0
&{ v%&L(0) dt<.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following
global unique existence of smooth solutions for axisymmetric initial data
without the swirl component ([10], [11], [13]).
Corollary 2.1. Let f#0 and v0 # V s(0) be an axisymmetric vector
field such that v%0 #0 and |%0 r # L(0). Then the Euler system (1)(3) has
a unique axisymmetric solution v # C ([0, T]; V s(0)).
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To prove Theorem 2.1 in our domain 0 we need an elliptic type of
estimate for the following system
curl v~ =|%e% in 0, (2.2)
{div v~ =0 in 0, (2.3)v~ } &=0 on 0. (2.4)
We have
Lemma 2.1. Let |% # L(0) and v~ # L2(0). Then solutions of (2.2)(2.4)
satisfy the estimate
&v~ &L(0)C(&|%&L(0)+&v~ &L2(0)). (2.5)
Proof. We prove our theorem for the case 0<r0<r1<. The other
cases (r1= or r0=0) are simpler than this case. We also note that due
to the inequality &v~ &L4(0)&v~ &12L2(0) &v~ &12L(0) and Young’s inequality it
suffices to prove
&v~ &L(0)C (&|%&L(0)+&v~ &L4(0)). (2.6)
Denote
00=[x # 0 | x3 # [&1, 1], . # [0, 2?], r # [r0+=, r1&=]],
01=[x # 0 | x3 # [&1, 1], . # [0, 2?], r # [r0 , r0+=]],
02=[x # 0 | x3 # [&1, 1], . # [0, 2?], r # [r1&=, r1]],
0 0={x # 0 | x3 # [&2, 2], . # [0, 2?], r # _r0+=2 , r1&
=
2 &= ,
0 1={x # 0 | x3 # [&2, 2], . # [0, 2?], r # _r0 , r0+32 =&= ,
0 2={x # 0 | x3 # [&2, 2], . # [0, 2?], r # _r1&32 =, r1&= ,
where parameter =>0 is sufficiently small.
Let us construct \k (r, x3 )(k=0, 1, 2) such that
\k | 0k #1, \k # C
(0 ), \k |0"0 k #0.
We define
0(i)k =[x # 0 | _x~ # 0k such that x=x~ +i],
0 (i)k =[x # 0 | _x~ # 0 k such that x=x~ +i].
Set \ (i)k (r, x3 )=\
(i)
k (r, x3&i).
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Note that
0= .

i=&
(0 (i)0 _ 0
(i)
1 _ 0
(i)
2 ).
The function \ (i)k v~ satisfies the system of equations
div (\ (i)k } v~ )=v~ } {\
i
k in 0
(i)
k ,
{curl (\ (i)k v~ )=|%e%\ (i)k +{\ (i)k _v~ in 0 (i)k ,& } (\ (i)k v~ )=0 on 0 (i)k .
Since each 0 (i)k is bounded we can use the estimate of Theorem 3 (com-
bined with Lemma 3) of [5, pp. 285] for the above elliptic system to obtain
&v~ &L(0(i)k )C&{(\
(i)
k v~ )&L4(0 (i)k )
C (&v~ } {\(i)k &L4(0 (i)k )+&|
%&L4(0 (i)k )+&{\
(i)
k _v~ &L4(0 (i)k )) (2.7)
C (&v&L4(0)+&|&L(0)).
Taking supremum of the left hand side of (2.7) over k # [0, 1, 2] and
i # Z we obtain (2.6). K
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We assume that
|
T
0 \&{ v%&L(0)+"
v%
r "L(0) "
1
r
v%
x3"L(0)+ dt=M< (2.8)
and, will show that this implies that v(T, } ) # V s(0). The other direction is
obvious. Since
"v
% (t, } )
r "L(0)
1
r |
r
0 "
v% (t, } )
\ "L(0) d\="
v% (t, } )
r "L(0) ,
we find that (2.8) immediately implies
|~ # L1(0, T; L(0)).
Thus, thanks to the Beale-Kato-Majda criterion [1] it suffices to show that
|% # L1(0, T; L(0)).
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Applying the operator (x3 , &r) to (1.1), we get the equation for the
%-component of vorticity |:
D
Dt \
|%
r +=

x3 \
32
r4 ++
g
r
, (2.9)
where g=( f rx3 )&( f3 r).
Let us consider the system of ordinary differential equations
d9t (:)
dt
=v(9t (:), t), 9t (:)| t=0=:. (2.10)
From (2.9) and (2.10), considering the function |% as the function of
variables r and x3 , we get
|%
r
(9t (:), t)=
|%0
r
(:)
+|
t
0 {\

x3 \
32
r4 ++ (9s (:), s)+
g
r
(9s (:), s)= ds.
This gives the estimate
"|
%
r "L(Q)"
|%0
r "L(0)+"
32
r4x3"L1(0, T; L(0))
+"gr"L1(0, T; L(0))C (M), (2.11)
where we have used
" 3
2
r4x3"L1(0, T; L(0))2 |
T
0 "
1
r
v% (t)
x3 "L(0) "
v% (t)
r "L(0) dt<2M. (2.12)
Next we observe that (1.3) together with the hypothesis on f % implies
&3&L(Q)C. (2.13)
We set 01=0 & [x # R3 | r=- x21+x22 1], and 02=0"01 . We have
" 3
2
r3x3"L1(0, T; L(0))"
32
r3x3"L1(0, T; L(01))+"
32
r3x3"L1(0, T; L(02))
" 3
2
r4x3"L1(0, T; L(01))+2 &3&L(Q) "
v%
r2x3"L1(0, T; L(02))
" 3
2
r4x3"L1(0, T; L(0))+2 &3&L(Q) "
v%
x3"L1(0, T; L(0))C,
(2.14)
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where the last inequality results from (2.12), (2.13) and (2.8). We can
rewrite (2.9) as follows:
D |%
Dt
=

x3 \
32
r3 ++
vr|%
r
+ g.
This gives
&|% (t)&L(0)&|%0 &L(0)+" 3
2
r3x3"L1(0, T; L(0))
+"|
%
r "L(0, T; L(0)) |
t
0
&vr(s)&L(0) ds+&g&L1(0, T; L(0))
C+C |
t
0
&vr(s)&L(0) ds (2.15)
for all t # (0, T ), where we have used (2.14).
Using the estimates (2.5), (2.15), and the Gronwall’s lemma we obtain
&|%&L(Q)C.
This proves the theorem. K
3. GENERIC SOLVABILITY FOR THE AXISYMMETRIC
EULER EQUATIONS
In this section we prove our main result, namely the generic solvability
for the Euler equations with smooth axisymmetric initial data. More
precisely, our main result is as follows.
Theorem 3.1. We consider our domain 0 with r0>0. Let v0 # V s(0),
rv0 # L4(0) & L(0), f # L2(0, T; H s(0)) with some s3 be an axisym-
metric vector fields. Then for any :>0 there exists a sequence fi  f in
L(0, T; H&:(0)) such that the problem (1)(3) has the unique solution
vi # C ([0, T]; V s(0)) for each datum (v0 , fi).
For definiteness let us consider the case r1=+. Let ek (R, r, x3 ),
*k (R) are the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of Laplace operator
respectively,
&2ek=*k ek in GR=[r0 , R]_[&R, R], ek |GR=0,
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where we arranged *k ’s so that *1*2 } } } *k } } } and *k  +
as k  . Let Pi be the projector onto the space spanned by the first i
eigenfunctions, i.e. Pi u= ik=1 (u, ek )L2(GR) ek , and \R, $ (r, x3 ) # C

0 (R
2),
&\R, $&C0(R2)1 with \R, $ (r, x3 )#1 \(r, x3 ) # [r0 , R&$]_[&R+$, R&$],
and \R, $ (r, x3 )#0 \(r, x3 ) # G"GR , where $>0 sufficiently small.
Let us consider the following system of partial differential equations
D v~
Dt
=&{ p+
\R, $ Pi 32
r3
er+ f in [0, T ]_G, (3.1)
&~ } v~ |G=0,
(rvr)
r
+
(rv3 )
x3
=0, v~ (0, } )=v~ 0 , (3.2)
D 3
Dt
=rf % in [0, T ]_G, 3(0, } )=30 , (3.3)
where the function Pi32 was extended by zero on whole G. Since \R, $ and
it’s derivatives are vanishes on (G"GR) the function (\R, $Pi32r3) er #
C(Q).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose r0>0. Let v0 and f satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 2.1, and, moreover rf % # L(0, T; L4(0)). Then there exists the
unique solution v # C ([0, T]; V s(0)) of the problem (3.1)(3.3).
Proof. Local existence of unique smooth solution follows from Kato’s
work [7]. Hence, to prove our theorem we only need to extend our local
solution on the segment [0, T].
To prove this fact we firstly note that (3.3) implies the a priori estimate
&3&L(0, T; L4(0))C (&30&L4(0)+&rf %&L(0, T; L4(0))). (3.4)
Now we can consider (3.1) and (3.2) as the equation for axisymmetric solu-
tion of the Euler equation without swirl component with an external force
f = f +(\R, $Pi 32r3) er . By (3.4) f # L(0, T; H s(0)), thus applying
Corollary 2.1, we have
v~ =vrer+v3 e3 # C ([0, T]; V s(0)). (3.5)
We can rewrite (3.3) as follows:
D v%
Dt
=&
vrv%
r
+ f %. (3.6)
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Applying the operator D:=(:1r:1, :2x:23 ) |:|s, to (3.6) and multiply-
ing by rD:v% yield the equality
1
2
d
dt |0 :|:| s |D
:v%|2 dx+
1
2
:
|:|s
|
0
(v~ } {) | D:v%|2 dx
=|
0 \ :|:|s [(v~ } {)D
:v%&D:(v~ } {)v%] D:v%&D:((vrv%)r& f %) D:v%+ dx.
(3.7)
Integration by parts in (3.7), taking into account (3.2) and (3.5) yields
1
2
d
dt
&v%&2Vs(0)C (&v%&2V s(0)+1). (3.8)
Thus, the statement of this theorem follows from (3.8) and Gronwall’s
inequality. K
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.1 there exists the unique solution
vi # C ([0, T]; V s(0)) of the problem (3.1)(3.3) with forcing term
f # L2(0, T; H s(0)). Since the space of functions with the compact support
is dense in L2(0), it suffices to consider functions f # C ([0T]; C 0 (0)).
Note that the function vi satisfies the system
vi
t
+(vi } {) vi=&{pi+ f+
\R, $Pi32i
r3
er&
32i
r3
er in [0, T ]_0, (3.9)
div vi=0 in [0, T]_0, & } vi |0=0, (3.10)
vi (0, } )=v0 . (3.11)
Set f i= f+(\R, $Pi32i r
3) er&(32i r
3) er . Multiplying (3.1) by rv~ i , and,
taking into account (3.4), we get the estimate
&v~ i &L(0, T; L2(0))C (&v~ 0 &L2(0)+& f &L(0, T; L2(0))
+&30 &2L4(0)+&rf %&2L(0, T; L4(0))), (3.12)
where constant C is independent on i. Let us multiply (3.3) by r |x3 | 33i
scalarly in L2(G). We have
1
4
d
dt |G |3i |
4 |x3 | r drdx3=
1
4 |G
|x3 |
x3
v3i |3i |4 r drdx3+|
G
f % |x3 | 33i r drdx3
C(&v~ &L(0, T; L2(0))&3i&2L(0, T; L2(G))&3i&
2
L(Q)
+&r |x3 | f %&C(Q)&3i&3L(0, T; L4(G)) . (3.13)
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Inequalities (3.4) and (3.13) imply the estimate
&32i &L(0, T; L2|x3|(0))C, (3.14)
where the constant C is independent on i, R, $.
To prove our theorem we need to estimate the norm of the function
fi& f. Let us OR=[x # 0 | (r, x3 ) # GR]. We estimate
"\3
2
i
r3
&
\R, $Pi32i
r3 + er"L(0, T ; H&:(0))
"\3
2
i
r3
&
\R, $Pi 32i
r3 + er"L(0, T ; L2(0"OR))
+"\Pi3
2
i
r3
&
\R, $ Pi 32i
r3 + er"L(0, T ; L2(OR))
+"\3
2
i
r3
&
Pi32i
r3 + er"L(0, T ; H&:(OR))
=A1+A2+A3 . (3.15)
Let us estimate separately the norms in right hand side of (3.15). We have
A1="3
2
i
r3
er"L(0, T ; L2(0"OR))C \ |

R
|
+
r0
34i
r5
drdx3
+|
&R
&
|
+
r0
34i
r5
drdx3+|
R
&R
|
+
R
34i
r5
drdx3+
12
C \ 1Rr50 |

R
|
+
r0
34i |x3 | drdx3+
1
Rr50 |
&R
&
_|
+
r0
34i |x3 | drdx3+
1
R5 |
R
&R
|
+
R
34i drdx3+
12
. (3.16)
It follows from (3.14) that for any =>0 one can take parameter R0 such
that inequality RR0 implies A1=4. Let R be fixed. Then, we can
estimate
A2="\Pi3
2
i
r3
&
\R, $Pi32i
r3 + er"L(0, T ; L2(OR"OR&$))
C&32i &L(0, T ; L2(0))
$
r0
. (3.18)
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Taking parameter $ in (3.18) sufficiently small, we get by (3.14) that A2
=4. Let us introduce the space
X:(GR )={u(x) | &u&X:(GR)=\ :

k=1
*:k (u, ek)
2
L2(GR)+
12
<= .
It is well known that the spaces H:(GR) and X :(GR) are isomorphic to
each other for : # (&12, 12) (see [9]). Thus
A3C (r0 ) "3
2
i
r3
&
Pi32i
r3 "L(0, T ; H&:(GR))
C (r0) &32i &Pi3
2
i &L(0, T ; X&:(GR))
=C (r0) \ :

k=i
*&:k (3
2
i , ek)
2
L2(GR)+
12

C (r0)
*:2i
&32i &L(0, T ; L2(GR)) . (3.19)
Since *i  +, as i   and, taking into account (3.4), one can take
parameter i sufficiently large so that right hand side of (3.19) can be
estimated by =2. K
Now let us consider the system (1.1)(1.3) for the case when the function
v is periodic in variable x3 :
v(t, r, x3)=v(t, r, x3+L). (3.20)
We have
Theorem 3.2. Let v0 # V s(0), and |%r, rv% # L(0), f # C([0, T ];
V s(0)), {fr # L1(0, T ; L(0)) for some s3. Then v is a axisymmetric
solution of the Euler equations (1)-(3) in the class C([0, T ]; V s(0)) if and
only if
|
T
0 \&{ v%&L(0)+"
v%
r "L(0) "
1
r
v%
x3"L(0)+ dt<
The proof of the Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof of the Theorem 2.1.
We also have
Theorem 3.3. Let r0>0, and functions v0 # V s(0), rv0 # L4(0) & L(0),
f # L2(0, T ; V s(0)) for some s3 be axisymmetric initial datum. Then for
any :>0 there exists a sequence fi  f in L(0, T ; H&:(0)) such that the
problem (1)(3), (3.20) has the unique solution vi # C([0, T ]; V s(0)) for
each datum (v0 , fi).
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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4. GENERIC SOLVABILITY FOR THE 2-D
BOUSSINESQ EQUATION
In this section we show that using the similar method to the previous
section, one can prove the generic solvability of the 2-D Boussinesq equa-
tions. Let 0/R2 be a bounded domain with smooth boundary 0 # C.
We consider the 2-D Boussinesq system:
v(t, x)
t
+(v } {) v+%(t, x) e1+{p(t, x)= f (t, x) in 0, (4.1)
div v# :
2
j=1
xj vj=0, & } v|0=0, (4.2)
%(t, x)
t
+(v } {) %+v } e1=h(t, x) in 0, (4.3)
v(0, } )=v0 , %(0, } )=%0 . (4.4)
Here (t, x) # Q=(0, T )_0, v(t, x)=(v1(t, x), v2(t, x)) is the fluid
velocity at (t, x), %(t, x) is the fluid temperature, p is the pressure, f (t, x)
is the density of external force, h(t, x) is the density of external heat source,
e1 # R
2 is the vector of the gravity force direction, and finally v0 and %0 are
the initial conditions.
As previously let ek(x) and *k are the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues
of the Laplace operator in 0 respectively,
&2ek=*k ek in 0, ek |0=0.
Let Pi be the projector onto the space spanned by the first i eigenfunctions
Pi u= :
i
k=1
(u, ek)L2(0)ek .
In the domain 0 we consider the approximation of the Boussinesq
system
v(t, x)
t
+(v } {) v+Pi %(t, x) e1+{p(t, x)= f (t, x) in 0, (4.5)
div v# :
2
j=1
xj vj=0, & } v|0=0, (4.6)
%(t, x)
t
+(v } {) %+v } e1=h(t, x) in 0, (4.7)
v(0, } )=v0 , %(0, } )=%0 , (4.8)
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Lemma 4.1. Let v0 # V s(0), %0 # H s(0), f # C([0, T ]; H s(0)), h #
C ([0, T ]; H s(0)) for some s3. Then there exists the unique solution
(v, %) # C([0, T ]; V s(0))_C([0, T ]; H s(0)) of the problem (4.5)(4.8).
Proof. When 0=R2 and f#0, local unique existence of smooth solu-
tions was proved in [3]. Similar result for the case of our bounded domain
0 and f{0 can be obtained without difficulty. Hence, to prove our
theorem we need only extend our local solution on the segment [0, T ].
To prove this we firstly note that multiplication of (4.5) and (4.7) by v
and h respectively and integration by parts give the a priori estimate
&v&L(0, T ; V 0(0))+&%&L(0, T ; L2(0))
C(& f &L(0, T ; L2(0))+&h&L(0, T ; L2(0))
+&v0 &V0(0)+&%0&L2(0)). (4.9)
Let us assume that T is the first time of blow-up of the solution of
(4.5)(4.8). By (4.9)
&Pi%&C([0, T ]; Hs(0))C(h, %0 , v0 , f ). (4.10)
Considering (4.5) and (4.6) as the 2-D Euler equation with smooth external
force term f $= f&Pi %e1 , and, applying results on its solvability (see [7]),
we obtain
&v&C ([0, T ]; Vs(0))C. (4.11)
Applying operator D: to the (4.7), |:|s and multiplying by D:% we
obtain
1
2
d
dt |0 :|:| s |D
:%|2 dx+
1
2
:
|:|s
|
0
(v } {) |D:%| 2 dx
=|
0 \ :|:|s [(v } {) D
:%&D:(v } {) %] D:%&D:(v } e1&h) D:%+ dx.
(4.12)
Integration by parts in (4.12), taking into account (4.6), and inequality
(4.11) yields
1
2
d
dt
&%&2Hs(0)C (&%&2Hs(0)+1). (4.13)
Thus, the statement of the lemma follows from (4.13) and Gronwall’s
inequality. K
The following is our main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.2. Let v0 # V s(0), %0 # H s(0), f # C([0, T ]; H s(0)), h #
C([0, T ]; H s(0)) for some s3. Then for any :>0 there exists a sequence
fi  f in L(0, T ; H&:(0)) such that the problem (4.1)(4.4) has the unique
solution (vi , %i) # C([0, T ]; V s(0))_C(0, T ; H s(0)) for each datum (v0 , %0 ,
fi , h).
Proof. Let (vi , %i ) be the solution of the system (4.5)(4.8), whose
unique existences is guaranteed by virtue of Lemma 4.1. Here index i
means the number of eigenfunctions in the image of the projector Pi as pre-
viously. It is clear that the pair (vi , %i) satisfies the system of equations
vi (t, x)
t
+(vi } {) vi+%i(t, x) e1+{pi (t, x)= f (t, x)+(I&Pi) %ie1 in 0,
(4.14)
div vi=0, & } vi |0=0, (4.15)
%i (t, x)
t
+(vi } {) % i+vi } e1=h(t, x) in 0, (4.16)
vi (0, } )=v0 , %i (0, } )=%0 . (4.17)
Set f i= f+(I&Pi) % ie1 . To prove the theorem we only need to show
fi  f in L(0, T ; X &:(0))
for any :>0. Short calculation gives
& f& fi &L(0, T ; X&:(0))=\ :

k=i
*&:k (%i , ek)
2
L2(0)+
12
C*&:2i &%i&L(0, T ; L2(0)) .
Since *&:2i  0 as i  +, the statement of the theorem follows from
(4.9) and this inequality. K
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